Abstract. We discuss the meaning of renormalization used for deriving quadratic bosonic commutation relations introduced by Accardi [ALV] and find a representation of these relations on an interacting Fock space. Also, we investigate classical stochastic processes which can be constructed from noncommutative quadratic white noise. We postulate quadratic free white noise commutation relations and find their representation on an interacting Fock space.
In Sect. 2 we present another discussion of this relation in a more general context of q-deformed commutation relations.
In Sect. 3 we show that from this discussion follows for the bosonic case the meaning of renormalization constant γ 0 as the inverse of the lengthscale taken for quadratic variation of a (noncommutative) Brownian motion and we discuss other commutation relations. Furthermore, from quadratic white noise operators we construct some classical stochastic processes.
Accardi and Skeide [ALV, AS] have constructed a Fock representation of quadratic white noise relations. The construction presented in the paper [ALV] uses the Kolmogorov decomposition for a certain positive kernel. Another approach is presented in the paper [AS] where the construction of quadratic white noise operators is based on the theory of Hilbert modules. In Sect. 4 and 5 we present a direct construction of such a representation on an interacting Fock space. Our method is based on defining explicitly a scalar product on a symmetric Fock space.
In Sect. 6 we discuss the existence of a Fock representation of an algebra containing both quadratic and usual linear white noise operators. It turns out that it is in general not possible to find such a representation. The main reason is that under a certain lengthscale the renormalized quadratic operators lose their intuitive meaning as squares of creation and annihilation operators.
In Sect. 7 we introduce free quadratic white noise operators which should describe the squares of free creation and annihilation operators with small violation of freeness and construct their representation.
Both standard and quadratic white noises are weak processes, i.e. mappings from some linear space S to operators on a Hilbert space. Contrary to white noise commutation relations, the quadratic relation (2) involves not only a scalar product in S, but a product of two elements of S as well. From the noncommutative geometry viewpoint [C] it would be interesting to consider noncommutative spacetime algebras S as well and quadratic white noise relations provide appropriate examples. Unfortunately, for the bosonic white noise there seems to be some limitations on the choice of S but for the free case the construction works for all associative algebras.
In order to give meaning to these expressions let us consider a sequence (I i ) of disjoint measurable subsets of M, each of the same measure l and a sequence (χ i ) of orthogonal functions
Furthermore let us consider piecewise constant functions φ, ψ,
for a sequence (x i ) such that x i ∈ I i . Now let us define
⋆ φ , n φ acting on some Hilbert space Γ 2 such that Γ 2 contains a cyclic vector Ω, called a vacuum, such that b φ Ω = 0, n φ Ω = 0 for all φ. In such a setup we will be able to define a state τ on the space of operators acting on Γ 2 defined by τ (X) = Ω, XΩ which would play the role of a (noncommutative) expectation value.
3. Bosonic Quadratic White Noise 3.1. Bosonic commutation relations. For the bosonic case q = 1 Eq. (4) takes the form
. Furthermore, we postulate that two creation, two annihilation and two number operators should commute:
A simple calculation for piecewise constant functions
gives us a motivation for the following commutation relations:
3.2. Classical quadratic processes. By the spectral theorem a commuting family of normal operators has a common spectral measure. After applying a state the spectral measure becomes an ordinary measure which has a natural probabilistic interpretation as a joint distribution of random variables corresponding to operators from our family. Let us define for s ∈ R,
Similar to the white noise it is a weak process [S] , i.e. an operator valued function on a linear space
In the case M = R + we can construct from it a stochastic process Q s (t) = Q s (χ (0,t) Proof. The first part of the proof is a simple application of (6)-(8).
The property that Q s is a process with independent increments means exactly that for all disjoint sets
Now it is enough to notice that the expectation value of Q s (φ) is equal to 0 for any φ.
3.3. Quadratic variation of a Brownian motion. Let M = R + and let us consider an arithmetic series (t i ), t i = li. For the sum of squares of increments of a standard Brownian motion the following operator equality holds:
where χ i is the characteristic function of an interval (t i , t i+1 ). In the preceding discussion we have chosen the commutation relations between operators lb χ i , lb
and ln χ k to coincide with commutation relations between a . Therefore, for any function φ which is piecewise constant on intervals (t i , t i+1 ) we can write
This equation can be viewed as follows. Just like a φ , a ⋆ φ are quantum components of the Brownian motion, for functions φ which are piecewise constant on intervals which length is a multiplicity of The measures corresponding to γ 0 Q 2 (t) + t = γ 0 Q 2 (χ (0,t) ) + t for t being the multiplicity of
are therefore the χ 2 distributions. From this it follows that for arbitrary t these are gamma distributions and γ 0 Q 2 (t) + t is a gamma process.
Quadratic Bosonic White Noise on an Interacting
Fock Space
Let A be a commutative C ⋆ -algebra of continuous functions on some set M with a measure µ and let the state on A induced by µ be denoted also by µ.
Definition. A partition of a finite set A is a collection π = {π 1 , . . . , π m } of nonempty sets π p , which are pairwise disjoint and their union is equal to A.
An ordered partition of a finite set A is a set π = {π 1 , . . . , π m } of nonempty sequences π p = (π p1 , . . . , π p,np ), such that the family of sets {π p1 , . . . , π p,np }, 1 ≤ p ≤ m forms a partition of A.
For a fixed positive constant γ 0 let us consider a vector space Γ 2 b (A) = n≥0 A ⊗n (where A ⊗n denotes the symmetric tensor power) with a sesquilinear form defined by
where the sum is taken over all ordered partitions π of the set {1, . . . , n}.
Please note that this sesquilinear form is well-defined on the full tensor power A ⊗n , however we shall usually use it on the symmetric tensor power A ⊗n .
In the sum Γ 2 b = n≥0 A ⊗n appears a summand A ⊗0 which should be understood as a one-dimensional Hilbert space CΩ where Ω is a unital vector called vacuum.
The Hilbert space Γ 2 b , a completion of Γ 2 b will be called bosonic quadratic Fock space. In the following by A ⊗k we shall mean the completion of the symmetric tensor power A ⊗k with respect to the scalar product (11).
Question. For the sesqilinear form (11) all algebraic considerations of this section hold even if the algebra A is not commutative. If this case we only have to assume that the state µ is tracial and we have to replace the number operator (14) by a pair of left and right number operators. Unfortunately, in this general situation the form (11) is not always positively definite. Is it possible to find some nontrivial examples of noncommutative algebras A with tracial states µ such that (11) is positively definite?
For ψ ∈ A we define the action of the quadratic creation, annihilation and number operators on simple tensors by
for k ≥ 1 and their action on the vacuum by
Please note that simple tensors are in general not elements of the symmetric tensor power of A. However, by linearity these definitions extend to a dense subspace of the symmetric tensor power A ⊗n . What is important, the range of operators b φ :
⊗n is again a symmetric power of A. A difficulty arises from the fact that such defined operators are not bounded. For example we shall not claim that b ⋆ φ is an adjoint of b φ because such a statement is not easy to prove since it demands careful discussion of domains of operators. It seems that in order to do this we would have to define these operators on some analogue of exponential domain of Hudson and Parthasarathy [HP] in a less intuitive way. Similarly commutation relations will hold only in a restricted sense. 
Proof. Let us consider a map
It is easy to see that the operator norm of this map does not exceed √ 2kγ 0 φ L 2 . And now, for any i let us consider a map what will be proven in Theorem 3 and therefore their norms are equal.
The inequality (18) is obvious.
This theorem allows us to define the action on
are adjoint in the sense that
Proof. Let us consider Ψ =
Since Ψ is a symmetric tensor the value of a scalar product Ψ, N φ
We can split the sum in the definition (11) of Ψ, ζ ⊗ Φ into two parts: over ordered partitions π of the set {0, 1, . . . , k − 1} which contain a block consisting of a single element 0 and all the others ordered partitions. Since the state µ is tracial we have
where the sums over π are taken over all ordered partitions π of the set {1, . . . , k − 1}. Note that for any nonempty subset A of the set {1, . . . , k − 1} we have
where the sums are taken over all sequences π q = (π q,1 , . . . , π q,nq ) such that each of the elements of A appears in π q exactly once. Now, it is easy to see that
which proves the first part of the theorem. The proof of the fact that the adjoint of n φ is equal to n φ ⋆ is very simple and we shall omit it.
which is equal to the action of 4γ 0 n ψφ ⋆ . If we do not assume that A is commutative we have to replace n by an appropriate sum of left and right multiplication operators.
Another Representation of the Quadratic Bosonic Fock Space
The construction from the previous subsection can be presented in a more direct way. Let us consider an isomorphism
, where C alg (M n ) denotes the space of continuous functions on M n = M ×· · ·×M which are finite sums of simple tensors. The multiplication map
For any ordered partition π = {π 1 , . . . , π k } of the set {1, . . . , n} let
defined by partition π:
where
Note that however the function ∆ π depends on the choice of order of blocks of partition π, the pull-back measure ∆ ⋆ π (µ ⊗m ) does not depend on it.
Therefore the scalar product (11) can be represented as
, where the measure µ k on M k is given by
In other words: the measure µ k on M k is a sum of the product measure on M k and of product measures with supports on all multidiagonals of M k . The operators defined in the last section in this context are represented as follows:
It is easy to see that for l < 1 γ 0 this expression takes negative values. This is can be interpreted as another manifestation of the constant 1 γ 0 which describes the lengthscale, under which a quadratic white noise loses its physical meaning.
7. Free Quadratic White Noise 7.1. Free commutation relations. For the free case q = 0 the coefficient standing at number operator in Eq. (4) is equal to 0 so this equation is equivalent to the commutation relations of free creation and annihilation operators. However if we redefine annihilation and creation operators by mulitiplying them by 1 √ q and take the limit q → 0 and ql = 1 γ we obtain
The simple calculation for q = 0,
motivates us to postulate the other free commutation relations
Therefore, heuristically quadratic free white noise defined like this could be interpreted as a square of free white noise with small violations of freeness in the limit q → 0. However, since we take the limit l → ∞ it is impossible to repeat the arguments from Subsect. 3.3 and it should be stressed that this interpretation is very informal.
7.2. Realization of quadratic free white noise. Let A be an associative ⋆-algebra and µ : A → C be a state. Let us consider a pre-Hilbert space Γ 2 f (A) = n≥0 A ⊗n with a scalar product defined by
where the sum is taken over all increasing sequences of natural numbers (n 0 , n 1 , . . . , n m ) such that n 0 = 0 and n m = k what corresponds to all Boolean partitions of a set {1, . . . , k}, i.e. partitions into blocks of consecutive elements {{1, 2, . . . , n 1 }, {n 1 + 1, n 1 + 2, . . . , n 2 }, . . . , {n m−1 + 1, n m−1 + 2, . . . , n m }}. The completion of Γ 2 f (A) will be called the quadratic free Fock space and will be denoted by Γ 2 f (A). For ψ ∈ A we define the action of the quadratic creation operators on Γ 2 f by b
On the algebra A we shall introduce (noncommutative) L 2 and L ∞ norms by
|µ(xy)|.
Theorem 5. For quadratic free operators the following estimations
7.3. Free quadratic Fock space and free probability. In this subsection we shall present some properties of the free quadratic Fock space related to the free probability of Voiculescu [V] .
Definition. A noncrossing partition is a partition π = {π 1 , . . . , π k } of a set {1, . . . , n} such that there do not exist numbers 1 ≤ a < b < c < d ≤ n such that a, c ∈ π r , b, d ∈ π s and r = s.
Theorem 8. Let A be an associative ⋆-algebra with a state µ. For
where the sum is taken over all noncrossing partitions {π 1 , . . . , π k };
The free cumulants [KS] are therefore
Proof. Let us consider two auxiliary annihilation operatorŝ
is a sum of 4 k summands each equal to the state τ acting on a product of operators b ⋆ , sn,b andb. Each of these summands is of the form 1≤i≤k γµ(φ π i1 · · · φ π i,n i ) times a power of s. Furthermore, only expressions coming from noncrossing partitions can appear. Our question is: with which coefficient such a term comes in the τ [Q s (φ 1 ) · · · Q s (φ k )]. We shall discuss the 4 n i ways of choosing one of four operators b ⋆ , sn,b andb to be associated with each of the vectors φ π i1 , . . . , φ π i,n i forming a block of the partition π.
First note that there must be n i ≥ 2, and with the vector φ π i1 must be associated the annihilatorb and with the vector φ π i,n i must be associated the creator b ⋆ -otherwise such a summand does not contribute in the sum. There are remaining n i − 2 places on which we have to choose operators b ⋆ ,b and sn. The number of creation operators l on these places must be equal to the number of annihilators, the other n i − 2 − 2l places must be occupied by number operators. There are
possibilites of choosing places on which number operators should be placed. The number of ways of choosing l places among 2l places on which creation operators should act is equal to the l Catalan number 1 n+1 2l l [GKP] which ends the proof.
As a simple corollary we have the following Theorem 9. Let A be an associative ⋆-algebra with a tracial state µ and let s ∈ R. Let F s (A) be a ⋆-algebra generated by operators Q s (φ) for φ ∈ A and by the identity operator. Then a state ρ on F s (A) given by ρ(X) = Ω, XΩ is tracial.
Theorem 10. Let A be an associative ⋆-algebra with a tracial state µ, s ∈ R and let (A i ) be a family of ⋆-subalgebras of A such that xy = 0 for any x ∈ A i , y ∈ A j and i = j. Then subalgebras F s (A i ) of the algebra F s (A) are free with respect to the state ρ.
